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Project Summary
The City of Frederick contracted the Hood College Center for Watershed Studies (Hood-CCWS) to
conduct an air temperature study which investigated potential urban heat impacts within the City limits.
The increase of urban heat as compared to rural counterparts is a result of many factors such as:
reduction of vegetation, properties of urban construction materials, urban geometry (i.e., shape and
height of buildings), anthropogenic heat (i.e., heat generated from human activity) and other
geographical factors (USEPA, 2018). Oke (1973) demonstrated in early studies that there is a
relationship between the size of towns and cities relative to the urban heat island effects they produce.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) reports cities with one million or more people will
demonstrate atmospheric urban heat island (UHI) effects, both day and night, with temperature
differences of -1 to 3°C (-1.8-5.4oF) during the day, and 7 to 12°C (12.6-21.6oF) at night when compared
to rural reference sites (See further UHI details in Table 1).
Table 1: Basic Characteristics of Surface and Atmospheric Urban Heat Islands (UHIs) (reproduced from
USEPA, 2018)

*
*

*
*

*Represents the average temperatures difference between developed and rural areas
By having spatial air temperature data, city officials can more accurately manage heat-stress related
alerts, closures, increased energy demands, and other urban heat mitigation strategies such as tree
plantings, cooling shelters, and building modifications. The City has already been preparing for future
impact to its urban tree population from the effects of rising temperatures from climate change, which
will intensify urban heat effects. (Willoughby, 2018)
In August 2019, Hood-CCWS collected atmospheric temperature data at 52 individual sites within the
Frederick City limits and the Municipal Watershed. Temperature loggers were installed to measure
“canopy layer urban heat,” which is defined as the layer of air where people live, from the ground to
below the tops of trees and roofs (USEPA, 2018). Data from urban monitoring sites were compared to
sites situated in rural locations at similar elevations, and were also compared to other data sets such as
census data and urban classification zones.
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Methods
During the month of July 2019, HoodCCWS prepared and deployed 52
ONSET HOBO MX2201 temperature
loggers throughout the City of
Frederick. Prior to deployment,
loggers underwent a calibration
check, were installed inside a
radiation housing (example in Figure
1), and programmed to record
temperatures at 1 hour intervals from
August 1 to August 31st. Each logger
was installed at the monitoring sites
on the north side of a tree or
available utility pole, approximately
2.75 m (9’) above ground level.
Monitoring sites were primarily
Figure 1: Example of temperature logger deployed within radiation
situated along four transects within
the City limits: two east-west (~6 mile shielded housing
lengths) and two north-south (~5-mile
lengths). Monitoring sites were equally spaced along each transects where public right-of-way and
property access was available. In some situations, site access was not permitted (e.g, within the Fort
Detrick property boundaries). In these cases, monitoring locations were either shifted to comparable
sites close by or entirely relocated along two diagonal transects in order to increase coverage of the city.
See Figure 2 for general monitoring locations. The urban sites ranged in elevation of 270’-530’ above sea
level. A full list of logger locations can be found in Appendix 1.
Three of the 52 monitoring sites were deployed to represent “reference” sites in rural, wooded
locations. The land use for these locations have little to no urban development and would not
experience influences from urban heat. Two of these sites were located within the forested Frederick
Municipal watershed at higher elevations than the city (640’ and 1640’ above sea level). The third
reference station (Logger Site #53) was sited on a wooded residential property at the foot of the
Gambrill State Park mountains, at an elevation of 450 feet. The monitoring station was not close to any
developed buildings, the land use beneath the station was forest floor near a trout-bearing stream. This
site singularly was chosen as the main rural “reference” site to which all other temperature data was
compared, due to its elevation more closely representing the elevations of the other urban monitoring
stations in Frederick.
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Reference Site

Figure 2: Locations of temperature loggers within the Frederick City limits. Numbering refers to logger site IDs
which are provided in Appendix 1. Not pictured are two of the three reference sites to the west of Frederick at
higher elevations in the City Municipal Watershed.

As each logger was deployed, descriptions of the sites were recorded, such as:
 Mounted logger height
 Compass direction of logger
 Mounting type (i.e., utility pole, tree)
 % canopy coverage: shaded area immediately above the logger, using “%Cover, Surveying App”
for iPhone.
 The presence of buildings within 30m & the type of construction of the building
 Presence of heat generating activities in the vicinity (e.g., furnaces, chimneys, air conditioners)
 Land use directly beneath the logger site
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Site descriptions for each monitoring location are provided in Appendix 2. An example of an air logger
deployment is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Hood-CCWS deploying an air logger within a residential neighborhood.

Each monitoring site was also categorized into simplified “urban climate zones” (UCZ) dependent on the
level of and type of development in the local vicinity. UCZ definitions are listed in Table 2 (WMO, 2006).
Sites in this study were identified as UCZ-2 through UCZ-7, with no sites falling in the UCZ-1 category.
Distribution of the site UCZs are listed in Table 3.
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Table 2: Simplified classifications of Urban Climate Zones (reproduced from WHO, 2006)
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Table 3: Distribution of UCZs for the air temperature monitoring sites in City of Frederick.
Urban Climate Zone
2-Intensely Dev. w/ 2-5 story buildings
3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses
4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings
5-Med Dev., low density suburban, 1-2 story houses
6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape
7-Semi-rural dev. scattered houses (farms, estates)
Rural "reference"
Total

Number of
sites
2*
8
7
14
14
3
3
51

*Three loggers were deployed in this class, however one logger failed to run.
At the end of the deployment period, all loggers were retrieved, disassembled from their radiation
housing and, the temperature data downloaded. A second calibration check was performed on the
loggers to document the accuracy of all temperature records. One logger did not collect data due to
programming error (Logger #9904, site #54, classified as UCZ-2). All other loggers passed the calibration
check and data were used for analysis.
GIS Analysis
The temperature data recorded by each temperature logger were downloaded and compiled into an
Excel spreadsheet. The data were then broken down by day according to the time-stamps recorded with
each temperature measurement. The temperature data were transformed in various ways to obtain a
smaller set of values that could be more easily portrayed on a map and analyzed while, still being
representative of the original data set. The table in Appendix 3 summarizes the data transformations
used to produce new sets of values used in the temperature analysis and the associated field label
abbreviations. The field label is the designation of each dataset in the attribute table GIS shapefile.
Key data values are summarized in Table 4. To avoid the confusion of diurnal heating and cooling cycles,
most data transformations were performed twice, once at the coolest hour of the day (typically 5:00 or
6:00 am) and again at the warmest hour of the day (typically between 6:00 and 8:00 pm). Due to the
temperature variability throughout the city, the warmest and coolest hours of each day were
determined by averaging the values of all the loggers at every hour of each day. The true temperature
value recorded at each logger was used for that hour regardless of whether it was the warmest or
coolest hour for that specific logger.
In general, temperature data were analyzed to identify the hottest date of the month, the coolest date
of the month, the average temperatures, and a “typical” day in the month. A “Typical Day” represents
the date in the study period that most reflects the calculated daily average temperatures overall.
Averages also were calculated for day and night time periods for comparisons to reference
temperatures.
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Results
While the geographical scale of this project was small
(22 mi2) and the spatial distribution of the temperature
loggers was relatively coarse, the data suggest urban
heat island temperature effects as defined by USEPA,
2018 (See inset box on right) are present in the City of
Frederick during daytime hours during the study period,
but not during the nighttime hours.

*
*
*Temperature difference from rural reference

Table 4 provides a summary of key temperature results for a subset of the data transformations
identified in Appendix 3. When compared to the reference site, negative values indicate that the logger
location is cooler than the reference location while a positive value indicates that the logger location
was warmer than the reference location.
Table 4: Select temperature summaries for all monitoring sites
Average
Temperature
Hottest Date of the Month (August 18, 2019)
Hottest Daytime hour, 4pm
36.85oC/98.33oF
Lowest Nighttime hour, 7am
21.85 oC/71.33oF
Coolest Date of the Month (August 24, 2019)
Hottest Daytime hour, 2pm
25.90 oC/78.62oF
Lowest Nighttime hour, 6am
14.09 oC/57.36oF
“Typical Day” of the Month (August 7, 2019)
Typical Day Daytime temp, 7pm
28.92 oC/84.06oF
Typical Day Nighttime temp, 6am
20.89 oC/69.60oF
*Urban Heat Island effect observed

Difference from
Reference Site
5.36 oC/10.29oF*
0.79 oC/1.42oF
2.95 oC/5.84oF*
-0.88 oC/-1.58oF
5.63 oC/10.78oF*
0.86 oC/1.68oF

Hottest Day Temperatures
The hottest date during the study period was recorded on August 18, 2019 with an overall average daily
high temperature for all loggers of 37.3oC/99.14 oF. Figure 4 illustrates the temperature distribution
during the hottest hour of the hottest day, 4:00pm on 8/18/19. Although this hour was the warmest
average overall, the hottest individual temperature recorded on the hottest day was recorded at 3:00
pm, located on Schaeffer Drive (Logger #15), at 39.29oC/102.7 oF, over 7.5 degrees warmer than the
rural reference site. It is noteworthy to mention that the second highest temperature at the same time
was recorded nearby on Lake Coventry Drive (Logger #14) at 38.99oC/102.2 oF. Both of these sites are
located on west side of Frederick, north of the “Golden Mile” (SR-40) within residential neighborhoods.
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Figure 4: Distribution of temperatures in the City of Frederick during the hottest hour of the hottest day of the study, August 18, 2019
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The top four hottest locations during the hottest hour (4pm) included the residential Schaeffer Drive
location (Logger #15) at 38.74oC\101.7 oF, and three city sites in downtown Frederick:
Logger #
43
7
42

Location
C. Burr Artz Library
Austin Alley
N. Maxwell Ave alley

Temperature at Hottest
Hour on Hottest Day
38.65oC/101.6 oF
38.61 oC/101.5 oF
38.56 oC/101.4 oF

When compared to the reference site (Logger #53) during this peak hot time of day, the four hottest
sites were 7.1-7.3 degrees Celsius (12.7-12.9oF) warmer than the rural location. As an example, Figure 5
illustrates the temperature differences between the logger site at the downtown C. Burr Artz Library and
the rural reference site over the 24 hours of the hottest date in the study period. Expected diurnal
variations are observed as well as a larger temperature difference during the hottest hour as compared
to the rural reference site, ranging from 2.0-7.3 degrees Celsius (~5-13oF) warmer than the rural site.

Figure 5: Temperature Comparison between a downtown monitoring site (Logger #43 C. Burr Artz Library) versus
the rural reference site (#53) on the hottest date of the study period, August 18, 2019.

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of temperature differences for all sites in the study when compared
the rural reference site during the hottest hour on the hottest day
Hood College | Center for Coastal & Watershed Studies
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Figure 6: Distribution of temperature differences in the City of Frederick compared to the reference site on the hottest day during the hottest hour,
Aug. 18, 2019.
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Monthly Low Temperatures
The date with the lowest temperature average recorded during the study period was August 24, 2019.
The lowest individual temperature recorded at the start of the coolest hour (6am) on this date was at a
residential area in the Homewood development, north of the city at 12.31oC\51.16oF, 2.7 degrees cooler
than the reference site. Downtown city locations, such as the C. Burr Artz Library continued to exhibit
warmer temperatures than the reference site during the day, with a difference of 6.3 degrees Celsius at
3:00pm, the end of the warmest hour that day (See Figure 7). There was little to no difference between
this urban site and the reference site during the coolest hour.

Figure 7: Temperature Comparison between a downtown monitoring site (Logger #43 C. Burr Artz
Library) versus the rural reference site (#53) on the coolest date of the study period, August 24, 2019.
The average low temperature for all monitoring sites combined during the study period was
19.46oC\67.03oF. The distribution of the monthly average lows by sites is shown in Figure 8. This image
illustrates the individual locations with the highest average low temperatures: residential sites on the
west side and downtown Frederick sites, a similar pattern demonstrated during the hottest day.
On the coldest day of the month, August 24th, the temperatures of urban monitoring sites remained
warmer than the rural reference site on average by 3.18 degrees Celsius (~5.8oF) during the peak
daytime hour (2pm), but not during the coolest “nighttime” hour of (-0.88oC/-1.6oF difference).
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Figure 8: Distribution of Monthly Average Low Temperatures in the City of Frederick, August 2019
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Temperatures for a Typical Day
The “Typical Day” represents the day which most reflects the calculated average temperatures for the
month-long study period. “Typical” day and nights were identified by locating the temperature at the
hottest hour of the day with a mean temperature closest to the mean temperature of the month. The
Typical Day was identified as August 7, 2019, with most typical day-time temperature of 7 pm, and most
typical nighttime temperature of 6:00 a.m. Figure 9 illustrates the temperature variations between the
downtown logger site at the C. Burr Artz Library (#43) and the rural reference site (#53). As expected,
the downtown site, characterized urban with significant impervious surface and multi-story buildings,
exhibited temperatures 0.94-5.88oC (1.7-10.58oF) warmer than the rural reference site from throughout
the entire 24 hours.

Figure 9: Temperature Comparison between a downtown monitoring site (Logger #43 C. Burr Artz
Library) versus the rural reference site (#53) on the "Typical Day" of the study period, August 7, 2019.
Distributions of the warmest daytime temperature and lowest nighttime temperatures for the “Typical
Day” are illustrated in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. On the “Typical Day”, similar patterns were
demonstrated, with warm daytime sites west of the city and nighttime temperatures warmer in the
downtown region. Overall, the typical daytime high temperatures for the urban monitoring sites were
observed to be 2.6-11.2 oC (4.7-20.1oF) warmer than the reference site at the same time of day (Figure
12). “Typical Nighttime” high temperatures were only -0.4-2.5 oC (-0.5-3.8oF)warmer than the rural
reference site (Figure 13).
Hood College | Center for Coastal & Watershed Studies
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Figure 10: Temperatures Distribution of a "Typical Day" in the City of Frederick during the study, August 7, 2019
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Figure 11: Temperature Distribution for a "Typical Night" in the City of Frederick during the study, August 7, 2019
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Figure 12: Distribution of Typical Daytime Temperature Differences in the City of Frederick compared to the Reference Site, August 7, 2019
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Figure 13: Distribution of Typical Nighttime Temperature Differences in the City of Frederick compared to the Reference Site, August 7,2019
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Hottest Day Temperatures compared to Census Tract data
Annual median household income was determined by zip code from census tract data for the City of
Frederick. Figure 14 illustrates the hottest day temperatures by median income. While highest
temperatures were found in nearly all levels of income, there were two high temperature sites on the
west side of Frederick (Logger Sites #13 & #14, along the “Golden Mile”) which are identified in low
income neighborhoods. This area of the City could become a focus area for the City to increase
temperature mitigation projects such as additional tree plantings and cooling stations (US Census
Bureau, 2016)
Temperatures compared Neighborhood Advisory Councils
The city of Frederick has 12 Neighborhood Advisory Council (NAC) area. NAC details are found at:
https://www.cityoffrederickmd.gov/316/Neighborhood-Advisory-Council-NAC
Air temperature loggers deployed during the 2019 Urban Heat Study were distributed throughout the
NACs as followed:
NAC#
Number
of Loggers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Outside
NAC

TOTAL

3

1

5

2

4

7

4

4

3

2

6

6

4

51

Table 5 provides a summary of warmest data values from temperatures collected during the urban heat
study. NAC 5 is identified with the highest overall average temperature in the study and being the area
with the highest temperature on the hottest day (August 18, 2019). NAC 11 was identified as the area
with the highest daytime temperature, night temperatures, and having the highest nighttime
temperature on the typical day of the month (August 7, 2019).

Table 5: Key Temperature Data Values by NAC#
Key Temperature Data Value
Highest Average Temperature Overall
Highest Temp on the Hottest Day during study period
Highest Temp on the Hottest Night during study period
Hottest Day Temp
Hottest Night Temp
Highest Day Temp on the Typical Day
Highest Night Temp on the Typical Day
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5
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11
11
8
11
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Figure 14: Temperature Distribution on the hottest day of the study (Aug. 18, 2019) compared to Median Household Income by Census Tract
Hood College | Center for Coastal & Watershed Studies
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Serious Police Calls (Part 1 Offenses)
The city of Frederick provided data on police calls reported during the Urban Heat Study conducted
during the month of August 2019. From the data, 187 incidents were categorized as “Part I offenses”,
which are serious crimes which would generally be reported to the police (UCR, 2019). Of these 187
incidents, 178 occurred during the study period.
When looking at the number of serious crimes by NAC (below), the highest number and second highest
incidents occur in NAC 5 and 11 respectively. These two NAC areas are also areas which experience the
majority of the highest data values analyzed during the urban heat study.
NAC Area
1
2
3
4
5*
6
7
8*
9
10 11*
Number of Part 1 Incidents
23
0
12 17 38 17 10 15
8
10 21
*NACs which demonstrated the warmest temperatures for key data values from Table 5.

12
7

Total
178

It should be noted, however that the total number of serious incidents seen above are not on a per
capita basis, since NACs vary in size and population density.
Figure 15 plots the number of Part 1 offenses by day and the highest daily temperatures. A regression
analysis indicates there is no correlation between temperature and the number of serious offenses that
occur in the City on that date (R2=0.0031).

Figure 15: Number of Part 1 Offenses reported by City of Frederick Police by day correlated to highest daily temperature during
the study period (August 2019).
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Data Analysis by Urban Climate Zones (UCZs)
Table 6 provides a summary of data sorted and analyzed by UCZs used during this study. As expected,
temperature variations were observed with intensively developed locations (UCZ-2) demonstrating
higher average daily high temperatures and higher average daily lows than all other categories typically
defined to have less impervious surface and urban development. Both the UCZ-2 stations, the C. Burr
Artz library and Black Horse Square are located in downtown Frederick were closely situated to multiplestory brick buidlings, had concrete and asphalt land surfaces beneath the monitoring sites, and vehicular
traffic/parking nearby.
Similar increasing temperatures were observed by UCZ of higher development on the the “Typical Day”
nighttime temperatures, however temperatures only varied on this day by 2 degrees.
One anomaly to note was the temperature results observed during the “Typical Day” daytime high
temperatures. Temperatures recorded in UCZ-2 were slightly cooler than the other UCZ categories with
less intense development.
Table 6: Temperature data summary by Urban Climate Zones

Urban Climate
Zone (UCZ)
2
3
4
5
6
7
Rural "reference"

Logger
Count
2
8
7
14
14
3
3

Average Daily
High Temp
32.8oC\91.0oF
32.6oC\90.7oF
32.1oC\89.9oF
32.4oC\90.4oF
32.4 oC\90.4oF
31.6 oC\88.8oF
27.3 oC\81.1oF

Average Daily
Low Temp
20.7 oC\69.3oF
19.7 oC\67.5oF
19.8oC\67.7oF
19.4 oC\67.0oF
19.3 oC\66.8oF
19.0 oC\66.1oF
18.3 oC\65.0oF

Average
Typical Day
Temps
28.4oC\83.0oF
28.5 oC\83.4oF
30.2 oC\86.4oF
28.6 oC\83.6oF
29.7 oC\85.6oF
29.5 oC\85.1oF
23.9 oC\75.0oF

Average
Typical Night
Temps
22.1oC\71.8oF
21.1 oC\70.1oF
21.2 oC\88.3oF
20.7 oC\69.4oF
20.8 oC\69.4oF
20.4 oC\68.8oF
19.9 oC\67.9oF

Figure 16 is a graphical representation of the data provided in Table 5, illustrating the decreasing overall
daily high, overall daily low, and “Typical Day” nighttime temperatures with decreasing UCZ
development level.
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Figure 16: Comparison of Urban Climate Zones

Table 7 provides the calculated difference of temperatures by UCZ as compared to the rural reference.
On the “Typical Day” all UCZ categories were 5-7 degrees warmer than the reference site during the
day’s hottest hour, but during the night on the same day, the warmest UCZ was only 2 degrees warmer
than the rural reference.
Table 7: Temperature Differences by Urban Climate Zones when compared to the reference site

Urban Climate Zone (UCZ)
2-Intensely Dev. w/ 2-5 story buildings
3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses
4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings
5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses
6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape
7-Semi-rural dev. scattered houses (farms, estates)
Average
Hood College | Center for Coastal & Watershed Studies

Difference of
Avg Typical Day
from Reference
Site
5.07oC/8.11oF
5.25 oC/8.46oF
6.95 oC/11.49oF
5.39 oC/8.69oF
6.48 oC/10.66oF
6.19 oC/10.13oF
5.95 oC/9.59oF

Difference of
Avg Typical
Night from
Reference Site
2.08 oC/3.89oF
1.16 oC/2.24oF
1.22 oC/2.35oF
0.72 oC/1.46oF
0.76 oC/1.52oF
0.40 oC/0.88oF
0.91 oC/2.06oF
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Summary
Hood-CCWS’s air temperature study on urban heat effects within the City of Frederick limits resulted in
the following observations:
Hottest and Coolest Dates: The most notable temperature differences between the rural reference
logger location and the city urban logger sites occurred during the warmest days in August with urban
loggers averaging over 5oC/10oF warmer than the reference site. During the hottest hour on the hottest
day of the study period, the four warmest sites were recorded 7.1-7.3oC (12.7-12.9oF) warmer than the
rural location. This temperature variation was not as large on the coolest day in the summer month,
with the average difference of below 3 degrees from rural.
Despite the large variation from reference during the daytime highs (upward to 5oC/~10oF), the urban
temperature difference decreased dramatically from the rural reference during the nighttime on both
the hottest and coolest date (0.8oC/1.4oF and -0.9oC/-1.6oF, respectively), which indicates that city
locations studied does not significantly retain the heat absorbed during the daytime.
Typical Date of the Month: The “Typical Day” represents the day during the study period the best
reflects the calculated temperature averages overall. This date is used as the most average day for the
study period. For this project, the “Typical Day” daytime high temperatures for the urban monitoring
sites were observed to be 2.6-11.2 oC (4.7-20.1oF) warmer than the reference site at the same time of
day (Figure 12). However, as similarly observed on the hottest date, nighttime high temperatures for the
“Typical Day” were only -0.4-2.5 oC (-0.5-3.8oF) degrees warmer than the rural reference site (Figure 13).
The difference of urban to rural temperatures observed during the peak daytime hours are consistent
with the USEPA definition of an UHI (temperature differences of -1 to 3°C (-1.8-5.4oF) during the day
when compared to rural reference sites). However, the higher nighttime temperatures typically seen in
urban environments were not observed during this study period. It is important to note, however, that
the temperature variations of UHI defined by the USEPA are for urban areas of 1 million or more people.
The population of the City of Frederick is much smaller (72,146 people in 2019 (WPR, 2019)).
The study did reveal the monitoring sites with the highest temperature differences which demonstrated
urban heat impact during the hot summer daytime hours. These sites were observed in residential
areas north of the “Golden Mile” and several sites in the immediate center of Frederick’s downtown
extending north along select streets. These areas could be prioritized for urban heat mitigation projects
to decrease heat impacts on human health and the local environment.
Urban Classification Zones: Average high temperatures and those observed on the “Typical Day” varied
and showed no trends among the UCZs. However, average low temperatures and “Typical Night” highs
do trend consistently with increasing development within UCZs. Therefore, urbanized UCZ are retaining
heat during the nighttime hours to a greater extent than less developed sites in the city.
Hood-CCWS appreciates the opportunity The City of Frederick has provided to conduct this initial urban
air temperature study. Future air temperature studies could be conducted in Frederick with additional
objectives, such as:


Displaying higher number of temperature loggers in high priority areas for better resolution of
temperatures to discern specific “hot spots” in the City
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Pre- and post-monitoring in locations after mitigation projects are completed
Extending temperature monitoring over longer period of the summer to capture larger
variations of seasonal data
Deploying additional temperature loggers within urban parks, of various sizes and locations, to
evaluate the effectiveness of dense urban tree canopy to mitigate urban heat.
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Appendix 1: List of Logger Locations
Logger
Serial
Number

Site Feature/Comments

Date
Deployed

Trasect #

Site ID

Latitude, Longitude

Elevation
(ft)

20656403 Summer’s Farm

7/26/2019

1

1

39.416629, -77.472924

470

20656444 At capitol crave

7/26/2019

1

2

39.414446, -77.462721

370

20656412 Old Sunoco

7/19/19

1

3

39.418165, -77.451220

370

20656405 Famous Dave's BBQ

7/19/19

1

4

39.417430, -77.439764

360

20656449 Frederick High

7/19/19

1

5

39.417833, -77.427420

300

20656427 2nd & College (Baker Park Tennis Intersection)

7/19/19

1

6

39.417201, -77.418089

330

20656421 Austin Alley

7/24/2019

1

7

39.416946, -77.406029

290

20656440 Fairgrounds\Carroll Creek

7/22/2019

1

8

39.415636, -77.397038

300

20656438 Monocacy Blvd

7/22/2019

1

9

39.417581, -77.384404

310

20656448 East of Airport

7/22/2019

1

11

39.410693, -77.368697

280

20656445 Off of 40

7/23/2019

2

12

39.426353, -77.478728

510

20656407 Residential: Stonegate Drive

7/23/2019

2

13

39.427205, -77.464341

420

20656415 Residential: Lake Coventry Drive

7/23/2019

2

14

39.427252, -77.451544

370

20656450 Residential: ShaefferDr

7/23/2019

2

15

39.426911, -77.440531

330

20656423 Near the sheetz on rosemont

7/23/2019

2

16

39.427109, -77.429450

310

20656447 Max Kehne Park

7/22/2019

2

17

39.426809, -77.418613

350

20656418 YMCA

7/22/2019

2

18

39.426834, -77.406689

320

20656428 Residential: Geronimo & Aztec Drive

7/24/2019

2

19

39.426614, -77.396124

300

20656934 On Monocacy blvd

7/24/2019

2

20

39.426461, -77.385422

270

20656432 On an oak tree at the golf course

7/24/2019

2

21

39.426153, -77.375110

270

20656417 Aldi Distribution Warehouse

7/31/2019

2

22

39.431039, -77.360691

290

20656433 Residential: Longfellow Court

7/23/2019

3

23

39.459160, -77.457462

530

20656429 Near condominiums, adjacent to ft Dietrich

7/23/2019

3

24

39.443233, -77.435480

340

20656443 BB&T

7/22/2019

3

25

39.406634, -77.386100

310

20656420 Conundrum

7/23/2019

4

26

39.470373, -77.419958

330

20656424 In a neighborhood

7/23/2019

4

27

39.463329, -77.419473

340

20656442 At Frederick community college

7/23/2019

4

28

39.454071, -77.419850

370

20656406 Replacing the ft Dietrich site

7/26/2019

4

30

39.433758, -77.424604

360

20656419 In a neighborhood

7/23/2019

4

31

39.434634, -77.420086

350

20656401 Hood College

7/18/19

4

32

39.421237, -77.420675

320

20656410 MedCenter Parking Lot

7/19/19

4

33

39.413320, -77.420155

350

20656408 Residential: Logan Street

7/19/19

4

34

39.406238, -77.420228

320

7/19/2019
7/24/2019
7/24/2019
7/24/2019
7/24/2019
7/22/2019
7/24/2019
7/22/2019
7/19/2019
7/19/2019
7/19/2019
7/19/19
7/22/2019
7/22/2019
7/26/2019
7/23/2019
7/23/2019
7/26/2019
7/26/2019
7/26/2019

4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
3

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
54
55

39.398726,
39.473472,
39.466560,
39.456431,
39.449244,
39.442523,
39.433140,
39.420859,
39.413220,
39.407787,
39.400409,
39.409689,
39.445711,
39.458429,
39.458476,
39.525075,
39.510991,
39.468736,
39.403197,
39.414387,

20656416
20656431
20656402
20656422
20656436
20656439
20656437
20656430
20656413
20656409
20656414
20656404
20656452
20656425
20656411
20656435
20656446
20656426
2069904
20656451

Cemetary
In homewood
Tennis court park On McClellan drive
On Hayward road
Amber neighborhood
TJ Medical Center Parking Lot
At TJ high school
City back Alley
C. Burr Artz Library Downtown
School for the Deaf
Costco Parking\I-70
Butterfly Ridge School
Wegmans
Mill Island Neighborhood
Clover ridge traffic circle (#241)
Reference site
Reference: Stoner road
White flint drive
Solarex Area
Black horse square
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3
1
6
1

-77.420907
-77.408149
-77.408158
-77.408441
-77.407810
-77.407360
-77.408289
-77.408254
-77.408785
-77.408653
-77.409067
-77.455818
-77.400127
-77.380342
-77.439783
-77.458851
-77.499553
-77.459218
-77.432291
-77.412523

330
350
290
310
340
330
320
330
360
320
310
470
300
300
400
640
1640
450
340
280
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Appendix 2: Temperature Logger Deployment Details
Logger
Serial
Number

Distance
to closest
% Tree
building Closest Bldg Building Canopy
(meters)
Over 30m material Coverage Presence of Anthropogenic feature\heat vents

Height
(m)

compass
direction
of sensor

20656403

2.74

0

7-Semi-rural dev. scattered houses (farms, estates)

Farm

Grass

Grass

26

FALSE

wood

12%

20656444

2.74

12

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

commerical

Parking lot island

Grass

16.1

FALSE

steel

20%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

20656412

2.74

32

4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings

commerical

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

8.9

NO

brick

36%

moving vehicles

20656405

2.72

0

4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings

commerical

Parking lot

Asphalt

30

NO

15%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

20656449

2.74

13

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

School

Parking lot island

Grass

30

NO

brick

0%

parked vehicles

20656427

2.71

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass/concrete pole 11.4
pad

NO

concrete

0%

moving vehicles

20656421

2.74

0

3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses

residential

Parking lot island

Grass

FALSE

concrete

21%

HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles , moving vehicles

20656440

2.74

36

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

Industrial park

Grass by street and Carroll creek

Grass

yes

22%

20656438

2.74

2

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

Industrial park

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

yes

0%

20656448

2.74

335

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

Industrial park

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

yes

0%

20656445

2.74

1

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

rural

Roadside grass

Grass

20656407

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

12.7

FALSE

Metal siding 72%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

20656415

2.74

0

3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

10.2

FALSE

Metal siding 20%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

20656450

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

13.2

FALSE

Metal siding 23%

HVAC\exhaust , moving vehicles

20656423

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

19.4

FALSE

brick

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

20656447

2.74

0

3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses

park

Grass sidewalk strip

Soil

11.6

NO

wood , Metal siding
0%

parked vehicles

20656418

2.74

9

3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

26

NO

brick

0%

HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles

20656428

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

10.5

FALSE

Metal siding

7%

HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles , moving vehicles

20656934

2.74

335

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

industrial

Roadside grass

Grass

TRUE

5%

moving vehicles

20656432

2.74

0

7-Semi-rural dev. scattered houses (farms, estates)

park

Grass

Grass

TRUE

79%

20656417

2.74

0

4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings

industrial

Grass

Grass

20656433

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

20656429

2.74

1

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

20656443

2.74

5

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

commerical

Grass, Dry storm water pond

Grass

17.5

NO

20656420

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

10.7

20656424

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

10.5

20656442

2.74

7

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

School

Parking lot island

Grass

20656406

3.01

0

4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings

commerical

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

20656419

2.74

0

3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

20656401

2.75

0

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape

suburban

20656410

2.74

0

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

20656408

2.74

1

20656416
20656431
20656402
20656422
20656436
20656439
20656437
20656430
20656413
20656409
20656414
20656404
20656452
20656425
20656411
20656435
20656446
20656426
2069904
20656451

2.74
2.72
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74
2.74

0
1
0
4
0
344
0
322
2
0
1
338
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14

Urban Climate Zone Category

Surface
Material

Site Area Type Land Use Surface beneath sensor

1.2

TRUE

13%

29%

moving vehicles
moving vehicles

TRUE
53%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

6%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

brick

0%

parked vehicles

FALSE

Metal siding

7%

HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles , moving vehicles

FALSE

Metal siding

8%

HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles , moving vehicles

TRUE

12%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

14.2

FALSE

23%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

Grass

13.9

FALSE

brick

19%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

Parking lot island

Grass

9.5

NO

brick

1%

parked vehicles

suburban

Parking lot island

Smooth stones

21.9

NO

brick

0%

parked vehicles

5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses

residential

Grass sidewalk strip

Grass

14.6

NO

steel

88%

parked vehicles , moving vehicles

6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape
5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses
5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses
6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape
3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses
4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings
6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape
3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses
2-Intensely Dev. w/ 2-5 story buildings
5-Med Dev., low density surburban, 1-2 story houses
4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings
6-Mixed use with large buildings in open landscape
4-Highly Dev., low-med density, large low buildings
3-Highly Dev., med density, w/ close-set houses
7-Semi-rural dev. scattered houses (farms, estates)
Rural "reference"
Rural "reference"
7-Semi-rural dev. scattered houses (farms, estates)
2-Intensely Dev. w/ 2-5 story buildings
2-Intensely Dev. w/ 2-5 story buildings

Cemetery
residential
park
commerical
residential
commerical
School
residential
urban
residential
commerical
suburban
commerical
residential
suburban
rural
rural
residential
industrial
urban

Grave
Roadside grass
Grass sidewalk strip
Grass sidewalk strip
Grass sidewalk strip
Parking lot
sidewalk
road
sidewalk
Grass sidewalk strip
Parking lot island
Grass sidewalk strip
Grass sidewalk strip
driveway
Roadside grass
Creekside forest floor
Forest floor
Forest floor
Grass sidewalk strip
sidewalk

Grass
Grass
Soil
Grass
Grass
Asphalt
Concrete
Grass
Brick
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Soil
Grass
Grass
Concrete
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FALSE

brick

TRUE

7.7

10.9
17.2
0
4.6
7.6

15.4

0.8

Yes
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
yes
FALSE
NO
NO
NO
YES
Yes
yes
NO
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE

79%
Metal siding 33%
30%
15%
brick , Metal siding
14%
0%
wood
75%
Metal siding 0%
brick
6%
steel
37%
0%
0%
87%
brick
24%
81%
74%
81%
21%
concrete
57%

moving vehicles
HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles
moving vehicles
parked vehicles , moving vehicles
HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles , moving vehicles
parked vehicles , moving vehicles
moving vehicles
parked vehicles , moving vehicles
moving vehicles
parked vehicles , moving vehicles
moving vehicles
parked vehicles , moving vehicles
moving vehicles

moving vehicles
HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles , moving vehicles
HVAC\exhaust , parked vehicles , moving vehicles
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Appendix 3
Summary of GIS data analysis and associated field label
Field Label
AvHigh
AvLow
AvDifMe
TypDay
TypNigh
TypRefD
TypRefN
HotDay
HotNigh
CoolDay
CoolNigh
HotDRef
HotNRef
CoolDRef
CoolNRef

Field Description
The mean of the highest temperature recorded at each logger on each day.
The mean of the lowest temperature recorded at each logger on each day.
The mean difference between the temperature at each site logger and the mean
temperature of all of the loggers for each logger at every hour.
Temperature at the hottest hour of the day with a mean temperature closest to the
mean temperature of the month of August. 7:00PM 8/7/2019
Temperature at the coolest hour of the day with a mean temperature closest to the
mean temperature of the month of August. 6:00AM 8/7/2019
Difference between TypDay and the temperature of the reference logger at the same
hour. 7:00PM 8/7/2019
Difference between TypNigh and the temperature of the reference logger at the
same hour. 6:00AM 8/7/2019
Temperature at the hour with the highest mean temperature of the day with the
highest mean temperature in the month of August. 4:00PM 8/18/2019
Temperature at the hour with the lowest mean temperature of the day with the
highest mean temperature in the month of August. 7:00AM 8/18/2019
Temperature at the hour with the highest mean temperature of the day with the
lowest mean temperature in the month of August. 2:00PM 8/24/2019
Temperature at the hour with the lowest mean temperature of the day with the
lowest mean temperature in the month of August. 6:00AM 8/24/2019
Difference between HotDay and the temperature of the reference logger at the same
hour. 4:00PM 8/18/2019
Difference between HotNigh and the temperature of the reference logger at the
same hour. 7:00AM 8/18/2019
Difference between CoolDay and the temperature of the reference logger at the
same hour. 2:00PM 8/24/2019
Difference between CoolNigh and the temperature of the reference logger at the
same hour. 6:00AM 8/24/2019
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